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About This Content

Monster is as monster does! And when it comes to catching magic underwater beasts, nothing does the trick like our grotesque
Halloween lures and atrocious live baits!

This freaky-licious pack of Halloween holiday treats is just what you need to trick the creepy monsters into biting! Featuring a
complete magic arsenal of all unique Halloween baits and lures, that underwater abominations like Ghost Pikes, Mutant Gars,

Skeleton Bluegills and even the ferocious Frankenfish can’t resist!
We’ll even toss in 666 superstition Credits and 13 lucky BaitCoins to add some magic numbers to this brew!

The Tricky Treats Pack includes:
* 13 BAITCOINS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 666 CREDITS use your Credits to purchase new tackle, pay for fishing trips, repairs and any other in-game expenses. Spend
your money wisely!

BAITS AND LURES
* Silicon Spider 10 cm (x10)

* Skull Jig 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #6/0 (x10)
* Hooks: Hawk Claw; Vulture Claw; Eagle Claw (x10)

* Baits: Dead Mice; Pig's Eye; Rotten Minnows; Frog; Bloodworms; Maggots; Sour Bread; Moldy Cheese; Dried Locusts; Candy
(x50)
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Title: Fishing Planet: Tricky Treats Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Publisher:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch
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Wait for a sale, its fun but HIGHLY overpriced
replayability is very low. This is an excellent physics\/puzzle game based on gravity. Each of the 9 planets (Pluto is included...)
has a different gameplay so you can't get bored and timing is also essential in most levels. If you are looking for a good
challenge, try to 100% the game !. Breakout on LSD. eh its alright, the only good thing about this dlc is the new music from SC
II and SC III. The soundtracks is even better than the game itself!. why wont the devs include more conent in this?
i want all the loading screen wallpapers , weapon art , armor arts so much more stuff they could have added
40 pages of artwork that are actually 25, not 40 as listed here. Aside from the Postal2 era graphics, there's massive lag. Game is
completely unplayable. Don't waste your money... especially considering what they're charging for this turkey.. Trackmania
Stadium is a very good Game if you ever thought about killing yourself after you hit the wall in such a way that you lose round
about 0.001 seconds on your best time then you will love this game. A super complex, difficult and sexy loco to drive, which is
why this DLC is one of my all time favorites

Pros:
A boss drive, casual drivers need not apply
You have to read the manual (no excuses)

Cons:
This Asset comes with no included stock, none, nothng, nada, to complete this locos capabilities you need the TAV enabled
dopplestock that comes with the DB BR 111, and the bundle of advanced wagons and coaches that come with the vR DB BR
143, The only route this assets can possibly used natively in a limited state without supporting stock is Berlin Leipzig or
Konstanz Villingen (because of the 111 dopplestock included)

Like the vR DB BR 101 the career scenarios for this loco are on a route (and use stock) that does not make use of this locos full
capabilities, the dopplestock on Hamburg Lubeck does not just have no TAV they have no dispatch sounds at all! ... You will
have to make your own scenarios, but then the sort of person that would enjoy this awesome loco is unlikely to demean
themselves by playing career scenarios anyway.
. Coaches are awesome. Matrix trains again releasing a fine product! can't complain for 3 quid!
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I like this game so much! I'd like to have bouth other games World of Wraplanes and World of Warships on steam!. Holy
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that completely caught me off guard. I did not expect to read yet another amazingly good OELVN
on Steam, and not to mention it's free too. Heck, it is a crime to NOT pay for this gem, and I just hope there's a way to support
the developer...

Anyway, I'd hold my full review until the second part of the story got released and for now I'd probably just go back and hunt
for those achievements.. I came here to complain about the buggy 'blue extra crates' that are not moved with the tank, but are
moved with the mouse. This could have been an interesting addition to the sokoban theme, but if you touch another crate while
moving, your crate gets stuck and the level cannot be solved. And sorry, I cannot move my mouse in a pixel-perfect straight line.

But looking at the video on the Steam store, which shows levels 1 and 2, those buggy 'extra crates' are not present! So why
would they appear in my version?

Without those crates, it might have been a nice basic version of sokoban. There are no soundeffects, and the music is horrible
though. So just turn off all sound on your computer (there is no option for this in the game).. The art style of this game is very
pleasing to the eye. The pixlated animations are beautiful and the game is very "cute." However, with the game in its current
state I can't really recommend it. There is no explanation of the level up system in game. When jumping in the game it's very hit
or miss quite a bit of the time. Also, the story is very hard to follow. Some girl in transported into another world and now has to
fight stuff? It's hard for me to follow. But maybe that's all a part of the plan. I will keep looking out for updates on the game and
I hope that it develops into something great. Another critique I have is that the english isn't spot on. There are a lot of gramatical
errors. Normally, I wouldn't mind this, but a few of the dialogues in game were hard to comprehend.. Good. Fun to Play.
A+A+A+. Picked this up during the PC show at E3. For $8, it's pretty good. I wish the controls were less sensitive and you had
health. I don't actually mind the last-life ear♥♥♥♥♥♥ though it would be nice to do without it. At it's core, it's diet Metroid. If
you're busy or have some better games you can play, I'd say do those first. This is a great time waster, though, you can really feel
the work that went into it.. What ever happened to "Auto-Battle?" I really liked the game when it had that. Now I feel like I'm
doing more micro-managing than shooting.
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